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Quantum gravity
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» Some QG models allow/
demand LI violation

» c energy dependent

» Time of flight 
measurements can provide 
measurements/constrains 
on the QG models

» Blazar outburst (GRBs)

could cancel out dispersion due to modifications of the
speed of light. In the case of a nondetection of dispersion
this scenario is unlikely, since it requires both effects to
have the same time scale and opposite sign. However, this
‘‘conspiracy of nature’’[16] can only be ruled out with
certainty by observations of sources at multiple distances,
as—in contrast to dispersion from speed of light modifi-
cations—source intrinsic dispersion should not scale with
distance. Population studies of this kind have been per-
formed for gamma-ray bursts, resulting in limits of j!j<
1300 [8,12–14]. For active galaxies the data set is currently
too sparse to perform these studies.

In the present study, photon time delays were searched
for during the VHE flare of the active galaxy PKS 2155-

304 observed by the High Energy Stereoscopic System
(H.E.S.S.) on July 28 2006. PKS 2155–304 is located at a
redshift of z ¼ 0:116 [22], almost 4 times more distant
than Mkn 501 and Mkn 421. The light curve shows fast
variability ("200 s) and covers an energy range of a few
TeV with no significant spectral variability [23]. Consider-
ing the unprecedented photon statistics ("10 000 photons)
at these energies, this flare provides a perfect test bed. The
data presented here were analyzed using the standard
H.E.S.S. analysis, described in detail in [24]. Time delays
between light curves of different energies were sought in
order to quantify a possible energy dispersion. For this, two
different methods were applied, which are described in the
following.
The first method determines the time lag between two

light curves with the modified cross correlation function
(MCCF) [25]. The MCCF is a standard cross correlation
function [26], applied to oversampled light curves. This
allows time delays below the duration of the flux bins to be
resolved [25]. To optimize the energy gap between two
energy bands, while keeping good event statistics in both,
the correlation analysis was performed on the light curves
between 200 and 800 GeVand above 800 GeV (see Fig. 1).
The mean difference of the photon energies between the
two bands is 1.0 TeV and the mean quadratic difference is
2:0 TeV2. The MCCF of these light curves is shown in
Fig. 2. In order to measure the time delay, the central peak
of this distribution was fitted by a Gaussian function plus a
first-degree polynomial, resulting in a maximum at "peak ¼
20 s.
The error on the measured time delay is determined by

propagating the flux errors via simulations. Ten thousand
simulated light curves were generated for each energy
band, by varying the flux points of the original over-
sampled light curve within its measurement errors, taking
into account bin correlations. For each pair of light curves,
the peak of the MCCF was determined, resulting in a cross

FIG. 1. Black points show the integral flux VHE light curves
measured on July 28 from PKS 2155-304 by H.E.S.S. between
200–800 GeV (upper panel) and >800 GeV (lower panel),
binned in two-minute time intervals. The zero time point is set
to MJD 53944.02. Gray points show the oversampled light curve,
for which the 2 min. bins are shifted in units of 5 sec. The inlay
in the upper panel illustrates this in a zoom, where the horizontal
error bar shows the duration of the bin in the original light curve.
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FIG. 2. Left: MCCF of the light curves in Fig. 1. The black line shows the best fit of a Gaussian plus first-degree polynomial. The
peak of the fitted function is located at "peak ¼ 20 s. Right: CCPD obtained from 10 000 simulated light curves. The shaded area shows

the range of the CCPD for "peak # 0, corresponding to 21% of the total area. The dotted line shows the position of "peak from the left

panel. The CCPD is slightly asymmetric, with a mean of 25 s and an rms of 28 s
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256 MAGIC Collaboration and J. Ellis et al. / Physics Letters B 668 (2008) 253–257

Fig. 2. The τl distribution from fits to the ECFs of 1000 realizations of the July 9
flare with photon energies smeared by Monte Carlo.

2.2. Likelihood function

We have confirmed this result using another technique to study
the energy-dependent delay signal in the data. It is motivated
by the initial time and energy-binned analysis performed in [23],
which we used to check that the light-curve is well described by
a simple Gaussian profile, superimposed on a time-independent
background. We compute a likelihood function L based on the
probability of a photon to be observed with energy E and ar-
rival time t , using variables describing the energy spectrum at
the source, the time distribution at emission obtained from the
measured arrival times of the photons assuming an adjustable
energy-dependent propagation delay, and the energy resolution of
the detector, which is modelled as a Gaussian [28]. To describe the
photon energy at the source a simple power law Γ (Es) ∼ E−β

s is
taken, with β = 2.7 for the time-uniform part of the flare and 2.4
for the flaring part [23].

The likelihood function is fitted to the July 9 data minimizing
− log L as a function of four parameters: (i) the energy-dependent
delay parameterized in terms of M̂P/MQG1, (ii) the position of
the intrinsic maximum of the Gaussian flare, (iii) its width and
(iv) the normalization of the time-independent background com-
ponent in arbitrary units. The best fit yields M̂P/MQG1 = 8.2+3.7

−3.4,
corresponding to τl = (0.048 ± 0.021) s/GeV. The shape of the
function χ2 ≡ −2 log L + const around the minimum in these vari-
ables is quite parabolic almost up to the 2-σ level. In view of the
correlations with these parameters, the sensitivity to τl would be
improved if they were known more precisely.

A similar procedure in the case of a quadratic dependency gives
τq = (4.60± 5.46) × 10−6 s/GeV2.

Fig. 3 shows that the L function gives a good overall fit to the
data: binning in time and energy both the data and the L function,
we find χ2/NDF ∼ 1.

2.3. Crosscheck with Monte Carlo data

To check the robustness of the ECF and likelihood analyses,
we simulated several MC test samples with two components:
(a) a time-independent background with the same energy spec-

Fig. 3. Comparison of the MAGIC measured lightcurve at low and high energies
with the prediction given by the best set of parameters found using the likelihood
method, and binning the data and the likelihood function in the same manner.

trum as the measured data before the flare, and (b) a superposed
signal generated at the source with an energy spectrum simi-
lar to that observed during the flare and an energy-independent
Gaussian time distribution, each with the same numbers of pho-
tons as in the measurement. We then calculated the arrival times
of all photons using various dispersion models and parameters,
taking into account the MAGIC energy resolution. For each dis-
persion model and parameter, we generated 1000 incarnations,
using different random seeds. These samples were then analyzed
blindly, and the encoded effects were recovered successfully by the
two estimators within the expected uncertainties. In addition, the
analysis techniques were applied to MC samples with no energy-
dependent dispersive signal encoded, and found no effect, and
both techniques also returned null results when applied to Mkn
501 data from outside a flare. These tests confirm the numerical
sensitivities of the analyses and the estimates of the uncertain-
ties given above. For the likelihood method, additional checks have
been performed [28] assuming different flare energy spectra and
shapes, besides the Gaussian one discussed here, which also fit
reasonably well the binned data (cf. Fig. 3).

3. Conclusions

The probability of the zero-delay assumption relative to the
one obtained with the ECF estimator is P = 0.026. The observed
energy-dependent delay thus is a likely observation, but does not
constitute a statistically firm discovery. The results of the two in-
dependent analyses of the July 9 flare of Mkn 501 are quite con-
sistent within the errors. Their results exhibit a delay between
γ -rays of different energies, τl = (0.030 ± 0.012) s/GeV, corre-
sponding to a lower limit MQG1 > 0.21 × 1018 GeV at the 95% C.L.
We also find a quadratic delay τq = (3.71 ± 2.57) × 10−6 s/GeV2,
and MQG2 > 0.26 × 1011 GeV at the 95% C.L., far beyond previ-
ous limits on a quadratic effect in photon propagation [11,14,18].
These numbers could turn into a real measurement of MQG1,2, if
the emission mechanism at the source were understood and the
observed delays were mainly due to propagation. We cannot ex-
clude, however, the possibility that the delay we find, which is
significant beyond the 95% C.L., is due to some energy-dependent
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Dark matter

4

» Popular models for DM 
predict a stable, self-
annihilating particle (WIMP) in 
the ~1 GeV to 10 TeV range

» γ-rays from DM annihilation 
can give smoking gun signature 

» Non-detection leads to limits 
on the model parameter space

Introduction H.E.S.S. searches Summary & outlook

Sagittarius Dwarf Spheroidal galaxy

d = 25 kpc, M ≈ 106 M⊙

Bonus: Close, large dwarf spheroidal
Malus: No signal. Upper limit on integr. flux (Eγ > 250 GeV)
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Astrop. Phys. 29,55 (2008)
11 h of data
ΦInt ≤ 3.6 · 10−12 /cm2s
Two diff. profile models (NFW):
J = 2.2 · 1024 GeV2/cm5 (“cusped”),
J = 75 · 1024 GeV2/cm5 (“cored”)
SUSY limit: �σv� ≤ 5 · 10−24 cm3/s
KK limit: �σv� ≤ 1 · 10−24 cm3/s
both for cusped NFW profile, at 95%
C.L., for mχ ∼ 1 TeV

B. Opitz, Univ. Hamburg: DM & HESS 6/15

Gamma-rays from neutralino dark matter
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Neutralinos: linear combinations of
superpartners of γ, Z and H0

Specific example of WIMP dark
matter

Neutral, carries SU(2)L charge,
stable if R-parity conserved

3 main gamma-ray channels:
monchromatic lines
internal bremsstrahlung
continuum from secondary decay

Φ ∝ annihilation rate ∝ ρ2
DM

Pat Scott – Jan 18 – Leicester Constraining supersymmetry with Fermi and Segue 1
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Cosmic background radiation

5

» Extragalactic background light (optical/IR)
» EBL density keeps information about the cosmic 

radiation history (star formation rates, ...)

» VHE γ-ray from distant sources as probes of the 
meta-galactic radiation fields (γVHEγIR→e+e-)

» Limits on cosmological parameters
if EBL density and source physics well understood

» γ-ray background
» Signature from DM annihilation (constrains)



Axions, hidden photons, ..

» Axions
» U(1) symmetry extension of the SM to reconcile CP 

violation, DM candidate

» Photon-Axion oscillation in B-field (~B2)
Hidden photons: no B required

» Photon propagation affected

» EBL

» Escape effects
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axion coupling strength, F is the electromagnetic field-
strength tensor, !F its dual, E the electric field, and B the
magnetic field. The axion has the important feature that its
mass ma and coupling constant are inversely related to
each other. There are, however, other predicted states
where this relation does not hold; such states are known
as axionlike particles (ALPs). An important and intriguing
consequence of Eq. (1) is that ALPs oscillate into photons
and vice versa in the presence of an electric or magnetic
field. In fact this effect represents the keystone in ongoing
ALP searches carried out by current experiments.

In this work, we will make use of the photon/axion
mixing as well, but this time by means of astrophysical
magnetic fields. As already mentioned, we will account for
the mixing that takes place inside or near the gamma-ray
sources together with that one expected to occur in the
IGMFs. We will do it under the same consistent frame-
work. Furthermore, it is important to remark that it will be
necessary to include the EBL in our formalism, in particu-
lar in the equations that describe the intergalactic mixing.
Its main effect we should remember is an attenuation of the
photon flux, especially at energies above 100 GeV. We
show in Fig. 1 a diagram that outlines our formalism.
Very schematically, the diagram shows the travel of a
photon from the source to the Earth in a scenario with
axions. In the same figure, we show the main physical
cases that one could identify inside our formalism: mixing
in both the source and the IGMF, mixing in only one of
these environments, the effect of the EBL, axion to photon
reconversions in the IGMF, etc. A quantitative description
of the photon/axion mixing phenomenon in both the source
and the IGMFs can be found in the next two subsections.

A. Mixing inside and near the source

It has been recently proposed that an efficient conversion
from photons to ALPs (and vice versa) could take place in
or near some astrophysical objects that should host a strong
magnetic field [12].

Given a domain of length s, where there is a roughly
constant magnetic field and plasma frequency, the proba-
bility of a photon of energy E! to be converted into an ALP
after traveling through it can be written as [14,16]

P0 ¼ ð"BsÞ2
sin2ð"oscs=2Þ
ð"oscs=2Þ2

: (2)

Here "osc is the oscillation wave number,

"2
osc ’ ð"CM þ"pl % "aÞ2 þ 4"2

B; (3)

"B that gives us an idea of how effective is the mixing, i.e.

"B ¼ Bt

2M
’ 1:7& 10%21M11BmG cm%1; (4)

where Bt the magnetic field component along the polariza-
tion vector of the photon and M11 the inverse of the
coupling constant.
"CM is the vacuum Cotton-Mouton term, i.e.

"CM ¼ % "

45#

!
Bt

Bcr

"
2
E!

’ %1:3& 10%21B2
mG

!
E!

TeV

"
cm%1; (5)

where Bcr ¼ m2
e=e ’ 4:41& 1013 G is the critical mag-

netic field strength (e is the electron charge).
"pl is the plasma term

"pl ¼
w2

pl

2E
’ 3:5& 10%20

!
ne

103 cm%3

"!
TeV

E!

"
cm%1; (6)

where wpl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4#"ne=me

p
¼ 0:37&

10%4 $eV
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ne=cm

%3
p

is the plasma frequency, me is the
electron mass, and ne is the electron density.
Finally, "a is the ALP mass term,

"a ¼
m2

a

2E!
’ 2:5& 10%20m2

a;$eV

!
TeV

E!

"
cm%1: (7)

FIG. 1 (color online). Sketch of the formalism used in this work, where both mixing inside the source and mixing in the IGMF are
considered under the same consistent framework. Photon to axion oscillations (or vice versa) are represented by a crooked line, while
the symbols ! and a mean gamma-ray photons and axions, respectively. This diagram collects the main physical scenarios that we
might identify inside our formalism. Each of them are schematically represented by a line that goes from the source to the Earth.

HINTS OF THE EXISTENCE OF AXIONLIKE PARTICLES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 79, 123511 (2009)

123511-3

Sanchez-Conde et al. 2009



More ...

» Cosmic rays
» Electron/Positron spectrum

» Iron spectrum

» UHE neutrinos
» Moon shadow ...

» ...
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Figure 3: The energy spectrum E3 dN/dE of cosmic-ray electrons as measured
by H.E.S.S. in comparison with previous measurements. The H.E.S.S. data are
shown as solid points. The shaded bands indicate the approximate systematic
error arising from uncertainties in the modeling of hadronic interactions and in
the atmospheric model. The double arrow indicates the effect of an energy scale
shift of 15%, the approximate systematic uncertainty on the H.E.S.S. points.
Previous data are reproduced from: AMS [7], HEAT [8], HEAT 94-95 [9],
BETS [10], PPB-BETS [11], Kobayashi [3], ATIC [4] and FERMI [21]. The
dark grey shaded band indicates the FERMI systematic error.

exposure of ≈ 2.2 × 107 m2 sr s is achieved at 340 GeV. Owing
to the steepness of the electron spectrum, the measurement at
lower energies is facilitated by the comparatively higher fluxes.
In the region of overlap, the two analyses demonstrate a good
agreement. The spectra are parameterized by a power-law in
case of the high-energy spectrum and a broken power-law in
case of the low-energy spectrum. The high-energy spectrum
has a spectral index of 3.9 ± 0.1stat ± 0.3syst. The broken
power-law starts of with an index of 3.0 ± 0.1stat ± 0.3syst and
steepens at 0.9 ± 0.1 TeV to 4.1 ± 0.3stat ± 0.3syst. Systematic
errors on the reconstructed spectra arise from uncertainties in
the simulation of hadronic interactions and the atmospheric
model, as well as in the absolute energy scale. The energy
scale uncertainty is ≈15% and is illustrated by a double arrow
in Fig. 3. The uncertainty arising from the subtraction of
the hadronic background has been estimated by comparison
of the spectra obtained with protons simulations of two
different hadronic interaction models, namely SIBYLL [22]
and QGSJET-II [23]. The effect of atmospheric variations
is estimated by a comparison of the spectra obtained by two
independent data sets. The effect of latter two uncertainties on
the flux normalization are visualized by shaded bands in Fig. 3.
The bands are centered around the power-law fits to the data.
The systematic error on the spectral indices is ∆Γ(syst.) ! 0.3.

The H.E.S.S. measurement reveals a significant steepening

of the electron spectrum at higher energies. No indication
of an excess and sharp cutoff in the electron spectrum as
reported by ATIC is observed. Since H.E.S.S. measures the
electron spectrum only above 340 GeV, one cannot test the
rising section of the ATIC-reported excess. Although different
in shape, an overall consistency of the ATIC spectrum with
the H.E.S.S. result can be obtained within the uncertainty
of the H.E.S.S. energy scale of about 15%. The deviation
between the ATIC and the H.E.S.S data is minimal at the 20%
confidence level (assuming Gaussian errors for the systematic
uncertainty dominating the H.E.S.S. measurement) when ap-
plying an upward shift of 10% in energy to the H.E.S.S. data.
The shift is well within the uncertainty of the H.E.S.S. energy
scale. In this case the H.E.S.S. data overshoot the measurement
of balloon experiments above 800 GeV, but are consistent
given the large statistical errors from balloon experiments at
these energies. At lower energies, FERMI [21] has recently
measured the cosmic-ray electron spectrum between 20 GeV
and 1 TeV with unprecedented accuracy. The H.E.S.S. and
FERMI measurements demonstrate an excellent agreement
within the uncertainties of the two instruments.
The cosmic-ray electron spectrum as measured by H.E.S.S.
and FERMI shows no indication of a Kaluza-Klein dark matter
annihilation feature as used to explain the ATIC excess [4].
It is compatible with less pronounced dark matter scenarios
as well as conventional electron populations of astrophysical
origin within the uncertainties related to the injection spectra
and propagation effects.
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Current generation instruments
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MAGIC
H.E.S.S.

VERITAS



Current generation: performance
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» 100 GeV - 10 TeV core energy range
» MAGIC: down to ~30 GeV, HESS: up to 100 TeV

» ~15 % energy resolution
» lower energies worse!

» 0.1 deg angular resolution per event
» Astrometric precision down to 6’’



Current generation: results
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» Quantum gravity
» Limit on the QG energy scale from flares observed 

from AGNs (Julien’s presentation) 

» Dark matter
» No detection (yet☺)

» Constrains on the parameter space from 
observations of the galactic center, dwarf galaxies, ...

» EBL
» Strong constrains on the EBL density (z=0)



Open questions / limitations

» Source physics does 
matter!
» Are source standard candles?

» Results on fundamental physics 
are only as good as the 
understanding of the source 
physics

» Sources are often complex & 
unique, <100 VHE source

» Source physics has to be 
understood in great detail

11



Open questions / limitations

» Dark matter
» No detection, no strong constrains

» High sensitivity 10-100 GeV required

» Complementary to LHC, Fermi

» Quantum gravity
» see Julien’s presentation

» EBL
» Evolution of the EBL density

» Precision EBL physics (SFR, reionization, exotics ..)
12



The next steps: MAGIC-II/HESS II

13

» MAGIC-II
» 2nd MAGIC telescope (clone) to

enable stereoscopic observations

» In operation since 2009

» H.E.S.S. II
» One extremely large telescope (mirror diameter 

30m) extending the H.E.S.S. I array

» Mono and stereoscopic observations

» Science operations in 2012

Low energy

extensio
ns



Cherenkov Telescope Array
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» Next generation instrument for ground 
based VHE γ-ray astronomy

» Joint global effort



CTA target sensitivity
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CTA



CTA target sensitivity
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CTA

DM, GRB, 
high z 

AGN, ...

Population 
studies, source 
science, EBL, ..

Together 
with low 
E: QG, ..



CTA
» Array of 70-100 telescopes 

of different sizes
» Few large, fast slewing for 

AGN, GRBs, PSRs ..

» Many medium/small with large 
FOV for galactic science, ...

» Two sites
» Southern site with full array 

(large FOV) for galactic science

» Northern site for extragalactic 
science optimized for low 
energies

16



CTA collaboration

» Joint global effort (start: Europe + x)

» Recently: AEGIS will join CTA

» Members from all current generation  VHE 
instruments (HESS, MAGIC, VERITAS, ..)

» Note: CTA will be an observatory
» Science strongly driven by external proposal

» Implications for organization etc.

17



CTA status

» CTA activities started in 2006 (Berlin)
» Collaboration is constantly growing

» Regular collaboration meetings (twice/yr)

» Organizational structure in place
» Collaboration board (SP: W. Hofmann, M. Martinez)

» Work packages with regular meetings

» Strong european support
Aspera, Astronet, ESFRI

» 2010: design phase ➠ prepatory phase

18

Unambiguously strong European support: 

Project listed as priority in roadmaps of

• ASTRONET (Astrophysics) 

• ASPERA (Astroparticles)

-> Targeted DS Common Call -> Up to !2.7M 

• ESFRI (European Strategic Forum for Research Infrastructures)

-> FP7 Preparatory Phase approved -> Up to !5.2M 



ESFRI Roadmap 2008

ESFRI =  European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures

Physical Sciences and Engineering:

Construction cost             Operations cost                  Time scale

green  = construction started, 
funding (almost) approved

slide borrowed from W. Hofmann



CTA challenges

» Building organizations
» Current generation instruments are run by small, 

closed collaboration, which have to be integrated in 
CTA

» CTA will be a large observatory with users

» Cutting costs
» Previous VHE experiments where constructed in 

the labs and institutes workshops

» CTA has to be mass produced by the industry (time 
& money)

20



CTA physics studies

» Fundamental physics & cosmology is a 
strong driver of CTA science

» Physics potential of CTA is intensively 
studied inside CTA (PHY WP)
» Extensive and detailed MC studies on going

» Most studies not yet public

» Expect that to change in the coming months

21



AGN

e+
e-

UV/O/IR
Photons

Stars and Dust
in Galaxies

HE/VHE ϒ-
Rays

Nikishov (1962), Jelley (1966), Gould & Schreder (1966)



Example: CTA vs EBL I

» Simulate CTA 
spectra for known 
AGN

» Test new methods 
to limit EBL on 
simulated spectra

23
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Example: CTA vs EBL II

» Two methods investigated
» Utilize the unabsorbed part of the 

spectrum at low energies

» Use EBL attenuation signature at 
mid energies

» Quantified possible constrains
» New methods to constrain EBL 

will be available with CTA

24
Raue & Mazin 2010, submitted
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Summary & conclusions I

» CTA is the next generation instrument for 
VHE science
» Order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity over 

current generation instruments

» Extended energy range

» CTA will be an observatory

» CTA collaboration has started the work
» Joint project including members from HESS, 

MAGIC, VERITAS
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Summary & conclusions II

» Fundamental physics and cosmology are 
strong science drivers for CTA
» Extended energy range & high sensitivity

» Understanding the source physics is 
essential!

» Expect more publications on CTA physics 
topics in the coming months!
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